Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) can be simulated in a monolithic way by solving the flow and structural equations simultaneously and in a partitioned way with separate solvers for the flow equations and the structural equations. A partitioned quasi-Newton technique which solves the coupled problem through nonlinear equations corresponding to the interface position is presented and its performance is compared with a monolithic Newton algorithm. Various structural configurations with an incompressible fluid are solved, and the ratio of the time for the partitioned simulation, when convergence is reached, to the time for the monolithic simulation is found to be between 1/2 and 4. However, in this comparison of the partitioned and monolithic simulations, the flow and structural equations have been solved with a direct sparse solver in full Newton-Raphson iterations, only relatively small problems have been solved and this ratio would likely change if large industrial problems were considered or if other solution strategies were used.
Introduction
The simulation of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) and other coupled problems has gained in importance over the last decade. Nowadays, FSI simulations are used to avoid flutter of airplanes [1] and turbomachinery [2] and to study wave-energy converters [3] . Parachute dynamics is another interesting field as large deformations appear [4] . The design and analysis of artificial heart valves [5, 6] , the prediction of the rupture of aneurysms or of the outcome of surgery [7] [8] [9] [10] also rely extensively on FSI simulations in patient-specific geometries.
An FSI problem can be solved in a monolithic or partitioned way. In the monolithic approach, the flow equations and structural equations are solved simultaneously such that their mutual influence can be taken into account directly which is favorable for the stability of the calculation. On the other hand, the partitioned approach is to solve the flow equations and the structural equations separately which means that the flow does not change while the solution of the structural equations is calculated and vice versa. The partitioned approach thus requires a coupling algorithm to allow for the interaction and to determine the solution of the coupled problem but software modularity is preserved and different, possibly more efficient solution techniques can be used for the flow equations and structural equations.
Newton methods can be used to solve the flow equations and structural equations in the entire fluid and solid domain with Newton-Raphson iterations. These methods have been applied in monolithic codes [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] but also in partitioned implementations with a matrix-free solver and finite-difference approximations in the calculation of the matrix-vector product [16, 17] .
The FSI problem can be reformulated as a problem -generally nonlinear -in the discrete position of the fluid-structure interface only, with all other variables internal to the residual operator of this problem. Interface-Newton methods solve these nonlinear equations with Newton-Raphson iterations while the flow equations and the structural equations can be solved with any method inside the residual operator. Gerbeau et al. [18, 19] utilize an approximation of the Jacobian from a linear reduced-physics model whereas Van Brummelen et al. [20] [21] [22] employ a matrix-free Krylov solver for the linear system within each Newton-Raphson iteration combined with an approximation of the Jacobian-vector product based on a linear combination of the previous residual vectors.
Gauss-Seidel iterations between the flow solver and structural solver can also be used to solve this equation for the interface position in a partitioned way, but these iterations converge slowly or diverge if the interaction between the fluid and the structure is strong due to a high fluid/structure density ratio or an incompressible fluid [23, 24] . The convergence can however be accelerated by Aitken's D 2 method [25] . the structure is weak, e.g. in aeroelastic simulations, only one coupling iteration is required within each time step [1, [26] [27] [28] but these so-called staggered or loosely-coupled methods do not enforce the equilibrium conditions on the fluid-structure interface within each time step. The FSI problem can also be written as a nonlinear problem in both the discrete interface position and the stress on the interface, with again all other variables internal to the residual operator of the problem. This system of equations has been solved with an interface-block-quasi-Newton technique with two least-squares reduced-order models (IBQN-LS) [29, 30] . The reduced-order models and approximate Jacobians of the ''black-box" flow solver and the ''black-box" structural solver are constructed with the information on the fluid-structure interface during all the previous iterations in the time step or even information from previous time steps.
In this work, the technique to create an approximate Jacobian of a black-box solver from Ref. [29] is employed to develop a new partitioned interface-quasi-Newton technique. The particularity of the new technique is that an approximation for the inverse of the Jacobian that appears in the Newton linearization is obtained such that no linear system with the Jacobian has to be solved in every Newton-Raphson iteration and hence it is named IQN-ILS (interfacequasi-Newton with inverse Jacobian from a least-squares model). This new technique couples a black-box flow solver and blackbox structural solver and can be implemented easily in an FSI framework that currently uses Gauss-Seidel iterations with or without relaxation.
New partitioned solution techniques are usually compared with other partitioned techniques at their introduction but the difference in terms of the duration of the simulation compared to monolithic techniques remains unclear. Therefore, the performance of the new partitioned IQN-ILS method is compared with a monolithic Newton method for several FSI problems with an incompressible fluid. To analyze the difference in performance between both solution techniques without other causes for differences, ADI-NA (Adina R&D Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) has been used as this program is capable of both monolithic Newton-Raphson iterations and partitioned iterations between the flow and structural solvers. Only a small modification of the partitioned technique in ADINA was necessary to enable the new IQN-ILS algorithm. Consequently, both the mathematical model and the solver for the resulting equations are identical and also the convergence of the FSI problem is controlled by ADINA such that both techniques solve the problem to the same accuracy.
Previous comparisons between the monolithic solution of an FSI problem and the partitioned solution with black-box solvers seem to have been limited to 1D problems [31] . In this paper, 2D and 3D cases with incompressible fluids from several authors [32] [33] [34] are simulated. The limitations of the partitioned technique are demonstrated and the influence of problem size, large displacements and fluid/solid density ratio on the difference in performance are analyzed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the equilibrium conditions and the governing equations of the FSI problem are introduced. The new partitioned algorithm and the monolithic algorithm of ADINA are explained in Section 3 and their performance is subsequently compared for five cases in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.
Governing equations
In this section, the equilibrium conditions on the interface and the governing equations for the fluid flow and the structure are outlined briefly. The fluid domain and structural domain are indicated as X f and X s , respectively, and their boundaries as C f and C s . The fluid-structure interface C i ¼ C f \ C s is the common boundary of these domains. Fluid and solid are indicated with subscripts f and s and values on the fluid-structure interface are underlined [35, 36] .
Equilibrium conditions
The equilibrium conditions on the fluid-structure interface are the kinematic condition
and the dynamic condition
with d the displacement, s the stress tensor and n the unit normal vector that points outwards from the domain X. The Dirichlet-Neumann formulation of the FSI problem is employed which means that the flow equations are solved for a given velocity of the fluid-structure interface whereas a stress is imposed on the fluidstructure boundary of the solid domain.
Flow equations
The unsteady flow of an incompressible, isothermal fluid is governed by the conservation of mass and the Navier-Stokes equations, given by 
for x 2 C i . Due to the time discretization, this velocity boundary condition becomes an imposed displacement on the fluid-structure interface. Appropriate conditions have to be imposed on the remainder of the boundary C f n C i .
In FSI calculations, the flow equations have to be solved on a moving mesh due to the deformation of the structure and therefore they are discretized in the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation. For the discrete equations in a control volume to be conservative in time, the volume swept by the control volume's boundaries must be calculated in such a way that it is consistent with the time discretization of the change of its volume. Therefore, every discretization has its own requirement with respect to a consistent calculation of the time-dependent geometric quantities [14] which is also referred to as the geometric conservation law [37] .
Structural equations
The deformation of the structure is determined by the conservation of momentum
for x 2 X s with q s the structural density and f s the body force per unit volume on the structure. The relation between the stress tensor s s and the strains is given by the constitutive equation of the material. Again using the Dirichlet-Neumann formulation, the stress is imposed by Eq. (2) for x 2 C i and suitable boundary conditions have to be applied on C s n C i .
Algebraic equations
The discretization of the mathematical model in space with finite elements and in time with the time integration algorithm of Ref. [38] for both the structural and the fluid flow response, which makes the integration 'consistent', results in a system of algebraic equations. The solution vectors corresponding to the nodes of the fluid and solid domain are defined as X f and X s and the interface values are consequently given by d s ¼ d s ðX s Þ and s f ¼ s f ðX f Þ. The algebraic equations for the fluid-structure interaction problem are written concisely as
the solution vector of the coupled problem and F f and F s the discrete equations in X f and X s , respectively. When the flow problem and the structural problem are not discretized in the same way on the fluid-structure interface, the 'consistent' transfer of variables between both discretizations is required [14, 33] .
Solution techniques
In this section, we describe the partitioned and monolithic solution algorithms.
Partitioned interface-quasi-Newton method
As stated in the introduction, interface-Newton techniques reformulate the FSI problem (6a) as an equation in the discrete position of the fluid-structure interface only
with R the residual operator. 
To solve Eq. (7) using Newton-Raphson iterations
, a linear system (9a) has to be solved in every Newton-Raphson iteration. The Jacobian matrix @R k =@d s has to be known explicitly if a direct solver is used for this linear system or it has to be possible to calculate the product of the Jacobian matrix with a vector if this linear system is solved iteratively. However, explicit calculation of the Jacobian of the residual operator would require knowledge of the Jacobians of the solvers for the flow equations and structural equations while partitioned algorithms are most useful if they couple existing flow solvers and structural solvers without access to their Jacobian matrices. The matrix-vector product can be approximated using finite-differences but this requires an evaluation of the residual operator in every iteration of the iterative solver.
In Ref. [29] , a technique to approximate the Jacobian of a function based on a set of inputs and outputs of that function has been introduced. In the present paper, it is shown that with a special choice of the inputs and outputs, an approximation for the inverse of the Jacobian @R k =@d s can be obtained. With this approximated inverse of the Jacobian, an interface-quasi-Newton technique is constructed which does not require the solution of the linear system (9a) in every Newton-Raphson iteration. The complete procedure is given in the Box and is explained in detail below. First an extrapolation of the interface position based on the previous time steps is calculated on line 1 where a left superscript identifies the time level. If no left superscript is used, the current time level n þ 1 is meant. The flow equations and structural equations are subsequently solved which results in a first residual vector R 0 . Because at least two residual vectors are required to construct an approximate Jacobian, one iteration with a fixed relaxation factor x is performed on line 3. The relaxation has to prevent divergence such that Rðd 1 s Þ can still be calculated. Once at least two vectors R andd s are known, differences between the previous values (superscript i) and the last value (superscript k) can be calculated 
The number of columns in the matrices V k and W k is indicated by q. If q would exceed p after a very high number of iterations, the number of columns q in V k and W k is limited to p by discarding the rightmost columns. The desired value of the residual is of course a vector with zeros and the difference between this desired value and the current value DR ¼ 0 À R k is subsequently approximated as a linear combination of the known DR
. Because q 6 p, this problem is overdetermined and it is solved in the least squares sense [39] . To solve the linear least squares problem, the so-called economy size QRdecomposition of V k is calculated using Householder transforma-
with Q k 2 R pÂq orthogonal and R k 2 R qÂq upper triangular. The coefficient vector a k is obtained by solving the triangular system
for a k using back substitution. The Dd s that corresponds to DR is then calculated as a linear combination of the previous Dd i s , similar to Eq. (12), giving
Since Rðd s Þ ¼d s ðd s Þ À d s and since a k is a function of DR, this results in the relation
between DR and Dd s . The inverse approximate Jacobian is thus not calculated explicitly but Eq. (16) is a procedure to calculate the product of the approximation (indicated with a hat) for the inverse Jacobian and a vector DR ¼ ÀR
The position of the interface is finally updated on line 12.
If a residual vector is identical to another one or a linear combination of other residual vectors, one of the diagonal elements of R k will be zero. Consequently, the equation corresponding with that row of R k cannot be solved during the back substitution (14) and the corresponding element of a k is set to zero.
Algorithm. Algorithm of the interface-quasi-Newton method
From Eq. (14), it can be seen that if part of DR is orthogonal to V k and thus to Q k , the decomposition coefficients a k will be zero for that part of DR. Eq. (16) shows that this component of the residual is not modified such that Gauss-Seidel iterations between the flow solver and the structural solver are performed for this component of the residual. Only the components of DR in the span of the columns of V k are reduced with Newton-Raphson iterations. In Ref.
[24], a stability analysis of Gauss-Seidel iterations between a flow solver and a structural solver for the partitioned solution of the flow in a straight flexible tube is presented and it is shown that particular components of the residual with a low wave number are unstable during Gauss-Seidel iterations. Hence, only these components have to be reduced with Newton-Raphson iterations while the remainder of the residual disappears during Gauss-Seidel iterations. This analysis forms the theoretical basis for the presented quasi-Newton method.
Generally, q ( p and thus the computational cost of this quasiNewton method is limited because it mainly consists of the QR-decomposition of a p Â q matrix and the solution of a q Â q triangular system. To reduce the number of quasi-Newton iterations per time step, the matrices V k and W k as defined in Eq. (11b) can be combined with those from r previous time steps
The value of r that results in the fastest convergence is problem dependent but the optimum is flat such that the performance of the method is robust with respect to this parameter. The notation IQN-ILS (r) indicates that information from r time steps is reused. When information is reused, the relaxation on line 3 is not required because at least two residual vectors are already known at that point. The relaxation is then only performed in the first time step.
Monolithic Newton method
In the monolithic Newton (MN) method, the flow equations and structural Eq. (6a) are solved simultaneously with Newton-Raphson iterations
This straightforward approach ensures that the interaction between the fluid and the structure is taken into account during the solution process due to the off-diagonal blocks of the Jacobian matrix in Eq. (19a).
Solvers
In this study, the solution of the flow equations and the structural equations inside the residual operator (7) of the partitioned approach was performed with a direct sparse solver and Newton-Raphson iterations but any other solver which is faster for a specific flow or structural problem could be used.
Numerical studies
In this section, the partitioned IQN-ILS method and the MN method are compared in five different FSI cases with incompressible fluids. The average number of Newton-Raphson iterations per time step (denoted as QN iterations) is only shown for the IQN-ILS method because the MN method has to solve the flow equations, the structural equations and their interaction with the same Newton-Raphson iterations while the quasi-Newton iterations in the IQN-ILS method only solve the fluid-structure interaction. The convergence criterion in the Euclidean norm for the solution of the FSI problem is 10 À2 for both the interface's displacement and the force on the interface, unless indicated otherwise. All calculations have been performed on a dedicated machine with two Intel Xeon X5355 quad-core processors.
Wave propagation
The first case is the wave propagation in a straight, threedimensional elastic tube [32] . The dimensions, boundary conditions and the coarsest mesh are shown in Fig. 1 . The fluid has a density of 1000 kg=m 3 and a dynamic viscosity of 0:003 Pa Á s and it is modeled by 8-node flow-condition-based interpolation (FCBI) elements [40] . The linear-elastic solid with density 1200 kg=m 3 , Young's modulus 300; 000 N=m 2 and Poisson's ratio 0.3 is modeled using 9-node shell elements. Hundred time steps of 0.0001 s are performed and the pressure pulse applied at the inlet propagates through the tube as shown in Fig. 2 .
The goal of this problem is to show the influence of the problem size on the difference in performance between the IQN-ILS and MN method and the limitations of the partitioned technique. The calculation of the wave propagation has been performed on three meshes with respectively 480, 3840 and 12,960 fluid elements and 240, 960 and 2160 shell elements. Table 1 lists the average number of quasi-Newton iterations per time step, the time spent on the flow equations F f , the structural equations F s and on the IQN algorithm (lines 7-12) in the entire simulation. The latter is negligible with respect to the time spent on the flow and structural equations. The table also indicates that the duration of the simulation with IQN-ILS is approximately twice the duration of the one with the MN method, regardless of the problem size. Without reuse of the previous time steps, more than 10 quasi-Newton iterations are required per time step of the partitioned simulation but this has been reduced to approximately 3 by the reuse of information from the 8 previous time steps. Table 2 shows that a partitioned simulation becomes more difficult as the tube length increases which is explained by the stability analysis in Refs. [23, 24] . The number of quasi-Newton iterations in the first time step (n ¼ 1) increases significantly with increasing length of the tube. However, the number of quasi-Newton iterations averaged over all time steps and the ratio of the time for the IQN-ILS simulation to the time for the MN simulation increase more slowly until the tube length reaches 0.20 m due to the reuse from previous time steps. For a tube of 0.40 m, the partitioned simulation failed in the first time step due to too large displacements and forces during the quasi-Newton iterations. This indicates the limitations of a partitioned FSI simulation.
Mass conservation
Because the deformations in the previous numerical example are small, a similar experiment with large deformations is per- Fig. 2 . Wave propagation in the straight elastic tube. Pressure contours on the fluid-structure interface.
Table 1
Wave propagation in the straight elastic tube. Average number of quasi-Newton iterations per time step, total time spent on the flow equations F f , the structural equations Fs and on the IQN algorithm (lines 7-12 in the Box on page 9) in the entire simulation and also the ratio of the time for the IQN-ILS simulation to the time for the MN simulation. The coarse, medium and fine meshes consist of respectively 480, 3840 and 12,960 fluid elements and 240, 960 and 2160 shell elements. Table 2 Wave propagation in the straight elastic tube. Average number of quasi-Newton iterations per time step, number of quasi-Newton iterations in the first time step (n ¼ 1), total time spent on the flow equations F f , the structural equations Fs and on the IQN algorithm (lines 7-12) in the entire simulation and also the ratio of the time for the IQN-ILS simulation to the time for the MN simulation. The meshes consist of respectively 480, 960, 1920 and 3840 fluid elements and 240, 480, 960 and 1920 shell elements. For the longest tube, the partitioned simulation failed in the first time step. formed. In the mass conservation test [33] , the pressure at the inlet and outlet of the tube is increased in 16 equal steps and the steady solution is calculated in every step. The dimensions, boundary conditions and the mesh for this test are shown in Fig. 3 . The mass flow rate at the inlet, middle and outlet of the tube in both the monolithic and partitioned simulation is equal to the benchmark results [33] . The fluid with density 1000 kg=m 3 and dynamic viscosity 1 Pa Á s is also modeled by 8-node FCBI elements and the Mooney-Rivlin solid with parameters j s ¼ 10
5 Pa and C 2 ¼ 10 5 Pa is modeled using 27/4 u/p solid elements [41, 42] . In this case, the convergence criterion for the solution of the FSI problem is 10 À3 . Fig. 4 shows the large deformations at the end of the simulation. According to Table 3 , the simulation with IQN-ILS takes 33% longer than the simulation with the MN method but both algorithms are capable of calculating the response. No information from the previous steps is reused by the IQN-ILS method because the boundary conditions of subsequent steps are significantly different such that information from previous steps is no longer relevant in the current step. Again, the time spent on lines 7-12 of the IQN-ILS algorithm is negligible in comparison with the time spent on the flow and structural equations.
Strong coupling
The strong coupling test [33] is an unsteady test which is difficult due to the strong interaction between fluid and solid. The dimensions, boundary conditions and the mesh for this test are shown in Fig The IQN-ILS method passes the strong coupling test; the displacement and velocity of the fluid-structure interface are shown in Fig. 6 . Table 4 indicates that the partitioned simulation is 1.76 times more expensive than the monolithic simulation on the coarse mesh and 3.16 times more expensive on the fine mesh although the number of quasi-Newton iterations is approximately 4.6 in both cases. As opposed to the wave propagation in Section 4.1, the problem size increases from the coarse to the fine mesh but the number of degrees of freedom on the fluid-structure interface remains constant and consequently the number of quasi-Newton iterations is similar on both meshes.
Shell in steady-state cross-flow
The shell in steady-state cross-flow is a benchmark with large displacements [33] . The dimensions and boundary conditions for this test are shown in Fig. 7 and the velocity at the inlet is increased in 10 equal steps. The fluid has a density of 1000 kg=m 3 and a dynamic viscosity of 0.1 Pa s and it is modeled by respectively 13 Â 18 Â 8 and 24 Â 36 Â 15 8-node FCBI elements in the The partitioned simulation yields the benchmark results obtained with the monolithic method. Table 5 indicates that the IQN-ILS method is faster for this simulation, on the coarse mesh and even more on the fine mesh. The IQN-ILS algorithm required on average 3.22 iterations per step and reused information from the previous step to accelerate the convergence. Table 4 Strong coupling test. Average number of quasi-Newton iterations per time step, total time spent on the flow equations F f , the structural equations Fs and on the IQN algorithm (lines 7-12) in the entire simulation and also the ratio of the time for the IQN-ILS simulation to the time for the MN simulation. The coarse and fine meshes consist of respectively, 10 and 100 equal fluid elements and 1 and 4 equal solid elements.
Mesh
Coarse Fine 
IQN-ILS

Restrictor in converging channel
The last example is a flexible restrictor flap in a converging channel [34] which is used to demonstrate the effect of the fluid/ solid density ratio on the performance difference. The dimensions, boundary conditions and mesh for this simulation are shown in Fig. 8 , as well as the points A and B which are located on the left hand side of the restrictor. Fig. 8 the horizontal velocity in the entire field is depicted in Fig. 9 and the pressure and horizontal displacement of the points A and B are shown in Fig. 10 . The fluid density is subsequently varied from 250 kg=m 3 to 1750 kg=m 3 and the comparison between the IQN-ILS and MN method is given in Table 6 . As the fluid density increases, the ratio of the time for the IQN-ILS simulation to the time for the MN simulation increases from 1.32 to 2.33 and the average number of quasi-Newton iterations per time step increases from 1.51 to 2.80. This effect of the fluid/solid density ratio is expected and explained by the stability analysis of partitioned FSI algorithms in Refs. [23, 24] . Information from the two previous time steps is reused by the IQN-ILS method.
Conclusions
A new interface-quasi-Newton (IQN) algorithm for partitioned FSI simulations has been presented. The algorithm can easily be implemented as a replacement for existing algorithms because as in other schemes the flow solver and structural solver are treated as ''black-boxes". The performance has been compared with monolithic Newton (MN) simulations in five different cases considering various structural configurations and incompressible fluids. For each case when convergence was reached, the ratio of the time for the IQN simulation to the time for the MN simulation was between 1/2 and 4, but of course there are cases for which the partitioned simulations do not converge.
The conclusions of a comparison as given here are difficult to generalize. First, while problems of various characteristics have been solved, still, only specific problems have been considered and in general rather small problems in number of equations. Second, the solutions of the structural equations and the flow equations have been obtained using a direct sparse solver with full Newton-Raphson iterations. However, different solver schemes, in particular much more efficient for the fluid equations when the number of elements becomes very large, are frequently used, in ADINA and otherwise, see for example, [43] . The performance comparisons may look different when different problems are solved and other solver schemes are used.
We should also mention that the data transfer to a separate program, in which the IQN algorithm has been implemented, has been neglected. This data transfer would not exist if the algorithm were implemented together with the solver programs, and needs to be optimized otherwise.
However, while there are these shortcomings of the study, the new algorithm is valuable, and the general observations given in the paper can be used to assess whether a monolithic or partitioned solution of a fluid-structure interaction problem might be more effective. 
